ANDERSON FOCUSED ON FINAL OVAL OF THE
SEASON
"Strong run at the Milwaukee Mile and solid testing results has Scott looking for podium results
this weekend in Iowa as Indy Lights complete back-to-back ovals."

Fort Collins, Colorado - Scott Anderson, driver of the #77 Schmidt Peterson Motorsports Indy
Lights car completed a solid run at the Magic Mile in Milwaukee, Wisconsin last weekend. The
fast track located on the Wisconsin State Fair grounds is the oldest operating racetrack in North
America and was the site of another good run for Anderson. While the compressed two-day
event didn't start off on the right foot, Scott rallied to bring home a fifth place finish in the 100
lap feature, all part of the IndyCar IndyFest weekend.

A slight bobble in practice saw Anderson hit the wall slightly damaging his Indy Lights machine.
The team scrambled to get the car repaired but were ultimately unable to get any more laps
completed in practice. Scott would go into single car qualifying with just four laps on the tricky
circuit. During single car qualifying, Anderson was able to secure the eighth starting spot and
look to move forward in the feature race.
"We managed to salvage a pretty good result at
Milwaukee despite the bad start to the weekend,"
smiles Anderson. "I spun early in practice and we
couldn't get the car back out in time so that meant
going into qualifying with just four laps of practice.
We managed to qualify P8, which was great
considering the circumstances. I picked up a couple
positions during the race to finish fifth. We had great
pace in clean air but couldn't do much with it being
in traffic most of the time."
With only a few days break, the Indy Lights field will
be back at it this weekend in Iowa. Racing on
consecutive ovals on back-to-back weekends has
Anderson and the #77 crew targeting good results.
"With Iowa being our last oval race of the year I
really want a good result," continues Anderson. "If we have similar pace to what we had in
Milwaukee we should be able to qualify up front and stay there."
The #77 Anderson Podiatry Centers, Indy Lights entry, with support from Hull & Knarr, LLP, will
take in an hour and a half test session on Thursday evening leading up to the regularly
scheduled weekend program that kicks of Friday morning. The Indy Lights powered by Cooper
Tires Championship will take to the 7/8 mile oval this Friday for two practice sessions followed
by single car qualifying and 115-lap feature race on Saturday.

ABOUT SCOTT:
An expert skier and avid outdoor enthusiast, the Fort Collins, Colorado resident is on the third
and final step of the Mazda Road To Indy. Anderson was the recipient of the MAZDASPEED
Motorsports Development Scholarship after winning the 2011 BFGoodrich/Skip Barber National
Championship Presented by Mazda. In 2012, Anderson competed in the Cooper Tires USF2000
Championship powered by Mazda winning two races. In 2013, Scott raced in the ProMazda
Championship Presented by Cooper Tires with Juncos Racing. In 2014, Anderson completed his
rookie season in Indy Lights with Fan Force United. For 2015, Scott enters his sophomore
season in Indy Lights with a new team; Schmidt Peterson Motorsports. Anderson is sponsored
by Anderson Podiatry Centers; Laser Therapy, Surgery, and Neuropathy and Hull & Knarr LLP.
He is also a member of the Derek Daly Academy led by former Formula One driver Derek Daly.

Learn more about Scott at www.scottandersonracing.com. For more information on Scott and
his racing program, contact Jeff Grist at the Derek Daly Academy, jeff@derekdalyacademy.com
or by phone at 905.327.7458.
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